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Filtration Applications

• Standalone Treatment BMP
– New Development
– Redevelopment 

• LID Pretreatment
– Subsurface Infiltration
– Rainwater Harvesting

• Polishing Treatment BMP
– Downstream of 

Detention System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Media filters are acceptable standalone, end of pipe systems - filtering stormwater is an effective way to remove the most challenging pollutants from urban runoff - including fine solids, soluble heavy metals and total nutrients.  They are also great for LID pretreatment – especially when nutrients are a concern or for polishing treatment downstream of a detention system in a more conventional stormwater design.  
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Hydrodynamic 
Separation Filtration

Pollutants of 
Concern TSS TSS, Nutrients, Metals

Targeted 
Particle Size 
Distribution

> 50 micron < 50 micron

Placement 
Relative to 
Detention

• Upstream for effective 
performance

• Upstream or 
downstream

Two Levels of Manufactured Treatment Devices
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Filtration Mechanisms

• Three primary mechanisms to removal Phosphorus from runoff: 

Reactive FiltrationPhysical FiltrationSedimentation
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Contech Media Filtration Systems

StormFilter Jellyfish Filtration System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first job is easy.  We have a very wide variety of stormwater treatment products and we know that we can meet any regulatory requirement across the country and that we can work within any site constraint.The hard part of the job is in communicating how best to use these devices in the most efficient way.  And these are just Contech’s products.  If you were to do a search on the web you could quickly come up with a list of 50 or so products that treat stormwater.  I can clearly remember being in consulting and faced with this situation and not having enough time to evaluate all my options.
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StormFilter – Proven Performance

• WA DOE - Technology Assessment Protocol – Ecology (TAPE)
– 22 qualified (32 total) storms sampled to achieve ZPG approval for Basic (TSS) treatment @ 1 

gpm/ft2 (01/05)
– 17 qualified (25 total) storms sampled to achieve Phosphosorb approval for Basic (TSS) & 

phosphorus treatment @ 1.67 gpm/ft2 (11/15)

• NJ DEP Laboratory Protocol for TSS Removal by Filtration MTD 
– NJCAT - State of New Jersey, Corporation for Advanced Technology
– NJDEP Final Certification for TSS removal using perlite @ 2 gpm/ft2 (12/16)

• Notable approvals: NCDEQ, VADEQ, NYSDEC, MDDOE

New Wisconsin DNR Filter Protocol may reference NJ and/or WA approvals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: You should have a slide describing the regulations for your own state or any jurisdictions relevant to your area.  This slide will need to be approved by marketing.Fortunately, there are several agencies that have set up criteria, testing protocols, and field verification studies to hold all manufacturers to the same standards. WADOE and New Jersey Corporation for Advanced Technology (NJCAT) have created the two of the most progressive treatment evaluation programs in the nation. They review test methods, the test data, the statistical analysis of that data, performance claims, and even field studies.  The Stormfilter is approved by both protocols as a stand alone treatment BMP.General Use Level Designation, Washington State Department of Ecology:StormFilter qualifies to meet sites that require 80% TSS removal (We are not saying we remove 80% of TSS, but rather are saying we are approved at that level)ZPG - Field evaluated: 32 stormsPsorb – Field evaluated 25 storms NJDEP Laboratory Protocol - 80% TSS using perlite media at 2 gpm/sqft	If you are faced with complicated, specific questions, you can refer them to the papers on your website that describe the process of testing and accreditation in more depth.
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StormFilter Cartridge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Stormfilter cartridge’s patented design provides an efficient configuration for stormwater treatment that maximizes media contact and longevity in a small space.  The cartridge hood protects the media from large pollutants and oils to extend the media life.  The center float seals the cartridge outlet until water reaches a certain depth around the cartridge.  When the float activates the filter, the entire column of filter media is in use, ensuring maximum service life between maintenance events.  Clean water passes into the center tube and exists the vault through the under drain manifold.Detailed Part Explanations:Hood: Siphon containment structure that facilitates full saturation of the filter media despite changes in the water surface elevation in the filtration bay.Center Tube and Float Valve: The slotted tube located in the center of the cartridge that collects and directs filtered water, houses the float and float seat.  Float is designed to facilitate a trickle to filter low flows and small storms.Air Lock Cap with Check Valve: Small, removable cap that protects and covers the check valve – a small, flexible, neoprene, one-way valve component configured to allow air to exit the cartridge during cartridge submergence.  The valve closes when the cartridge is activated causing the siphon to be created.The airlock cap also allows the cartridge to be submerged under up to 8 feet of water.  This allows for higher pressure head, finer media, and higher performance.Scrubbing Regulator: Slots at the base of the hood through which siphon-breaking air streams are allowed to enter under the hood, causing controlled high-energy turbulence adjacent to the surface of the filter. Underdrain Manifold: Directs treated water from the StormFilter cartridge to the outlet pipe.Restrictor Disc: Removable disc at the base of each cartridge that serves as an orifice and is calibrated to allow water into the under-drain manifold at a consistent, specified rate.  This rate is generally between 5 and 15 gpm, although it could be less.
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Three Cartridge Options

27” 18” 12”

System 
Size

System 
Size

System 
Size

2.3
ft

3.05
ft 1.8

ft

Small
Footprint Low Drop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three different cartridge heights allow flexibility to fit Stormfilter into various site constraints.  If your site has at least 3.05’ of drop in your storm sewer system, your system can use the 27” tall cartridge allowing a higher flow rate per cartridge, fewer total cartridges, and a smaller more cost efficient system.  If you have a flat site with very little available drop, the 12” tall cartridge is a good option to help avoid the cost and complication of adding a pumping system to facilitate filtration.
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Media Filtration

PhosphoSorb™ Perlite CSF®

Leaf Media ZPG

Sediments ■ ■ ■ ■

Phosphorous ■ ■

Oil and Grease ■ ■ ■ ■

Soluble Metals ■ ■ ■

Organics ■ ■

Nutrients ■ ■ ■ ■
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StormFilter Vault

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Filtration-Private development
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StormFilter Configurations 

CatchBasin Curb Inlet 

Up to 0.13 cfs
at 15 gpm per cartridge
(4 l/s at 0.95 L/s per cartridge)

Up to 0.50 cfs
at 15 gpm per cartridge

(14 l/s at 0.95 L/s)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Catch Basin Stormfilter and the Curb Inlet Stormfilter are innovative configurations created to solve multiple challenges with a single product.  With these units, the surface inlet and treatment system are combined into a single solution.CatchBasin (not to be mistaken with catch basin insert) Photo is Hillsboro, OR B StreetCatchBasin StormFilter is offline, and has up to 4 filter cartridges in it.System treats WQ flow, and bypasses flow > WQ  Low costLow hydraulic profile – 2.3 ft rim to outlet3-in-1 design: catch basin, high flow bypass, filtration BMP(Note: Don’t confuse the CatchBasin StormFilter with a catch basin insert.  A catch basin insert is put directly into the path of flow (into the catch basin) and is designed to treat or accept flows al the way to the 10 year storm.  There are no hydraulic controls in a catch basin insert at all. )CurbInlet   Low hydraulic profile – 2.3 ft rim to outlet (minimum, more is ok)Inlet opening 3 ft to 10 ft long 3-in-1 design: curb inlet, high flow bypass, filtration BMPDrop for the curb inlet is 5.0' from rim to i.e. of the outlet.Maximum number of cartridges is 21 (0.70 cfs in an 8' x 16' vault).If the designer has less drop available or needs more cartridges, he or she should contact CONTECH Stormwater Solutions Technical Sales.  We may be able to accommodate. 
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StormFilter Configurations 

Downspout

Single-stage 
Up to 0.07 cfs at 

15 gpm per cartridge
(2 l/s at 0.95 L/s per cartridge)

Dual-stage 
Up to 0.07 cfs

at 15 gpm per cartridge
(2 l/s at 0.95 L/s per cartridge)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:DownSpout Low costRooftop source controlSingle-stage or Dual-stageFocused  on metals and soluble constituents
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6.0+ cfs capacity
(170+ l/s)

High Flow 

High Flow StormFilter Configurations

Panel Vaults

Cast-In-Place Box Culverts

CON/SPAN®

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contech has several different options to accommodate large sites with high treatment flows and a large number of cartridges.  These systems can be designed to fit any number of cartridges and configured to use a small footprint.  We provide an on site technician to ensure proper installation of internal components and cartridges if the systems are too large to ship complete.
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RetroFit: 0.1 cfs capacity 
New Construction: 0.23 cfs capacity at 15 gpm / cartridge

(6.5 l/s at 0.95 L/s per cartridge)

Infiltration StormFilter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Infiltration Stormfilter combines treatment and infiltration in a single manhole unit.  Infiltration Stormfilter is a great IMP (Integrated Management Practice) design solution to follow LID design principles on your site.Infiltration StormFilter is available in two configurations – Retrofit and New ConstructionRetrofit is designed to be assembled inside a 48” manhole with a 24” openingNew Construction includes perforated risers, filtration manhole, cartridges, overflow, risers, FOC
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Peak Diversion StormFilter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your Contech Stormwater Design Engineer will help you choose the correct Cartridge height, media type, and Stormfilter configuration that best fits your site constraints, meets regulations, and minimizes cost.  The peak diversion Stormfilter eliminates the need for extra bypass manholes, saving installation time and material cost.
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StormFilter Maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contech has preferred maintenance providers across the country to ensure high quality, cost effective maintenance services are available as needed for your Stormfilter.  Maintenance intervals vary site to site depending on filter design and contaminant concentrations, but most systems require maintenance every 1-2 years.  Filter Systems can be inspected without confined space entry, and we recommend quarterly inspection for at least the first two years to get a baseline understanding for how often your system will need to be maintained.  During a maintennace event the dirty cartidges are dumped out and the vault is vacuumed out and cleaned.  Contech provides a cartridge exchange program, sending clean cartridges and filled with the proper media to the maintenance contractor.  We will take back the dirty carts, wash, and reuse them.FYI: The StormFilter requires maintenance when the media is occluded.  Good indications of this include: Submerged cartridges or more than 6 inches of water in the vault 24 hours after the end of a storm event More than 4 inches of sediment accumulation on the vault floor More than 1/8 inch accumulated solids on top of cartridge Pronounced or measurable scum line above the top of the cartridges Checking for these indicators allow for 85 to 90 percent of pre-maintenance inspections to be completed without entering the vault.  This can result in a cost savings, as a vacuum truck and 2-3 person crew is not required for every inspection.
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StormFilter in WinSLAMM

SF = StormFilter
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Modeling in WinSLAMM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contech has preferred maintenance providers across the country to ensure high quality, cost effective maintenance services are available as needed for your Stormfilter.  Maintenance intervals vary site to site depending on filter design and contaminant concentrations, but most systems require maintenance every 1-2 years.  Filter Systems can be inspected without confined space entry, and we recommend quarterly inspection for at least the first two years to get a baseline understanding for how often your system will need to be maintained.  During a maintennace event the dirty cartidges are dumped out and the vault is vacuumed out and cleaned.  Contech provides a cartridge exchange program, sending clean cartridges and filled with the proper media to the maintenance contractor.  We will take back the dirty carts, wash, and reuse them.FYI: The StormFilter requires maintenance when the media is occluded.  Good indications of this include: Submerged cartridges or more than 6 inches of water in the vault 24 hours after the end of a storm event More than 4 inches of sediment accumulation on the vault floor More than 1/8 inch accumulated solids on top of cartridge Pronounced or measurable scum line above the top of the cartridges Checking for these indicators allow for 85 to 90 percent of pre-maintenance inspections to be completed without entering the vault.  This can result in a cost savings, as a vacuum truck and 2-3 person crew is not required for every inspection.
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StormFilter Input – Online Configuration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contech has preferred maintenance providers across the country to ensure high quality, cost effective maintenance services are available as needed for your Stormfilter.  Maintenance intervals vary site to site depending on filter design and contaminant concentrations, but most systems require maintenance every 1-2 years.  Filter Systems can be inspected without confined space entry, and we recommend quarterly inspection for at least the first two years to get a baseline understanding for how often your system will need to be maintained.  During a maintennace event the dirty cartidges are dumped out and the vault is vacuumed out and cleaned.  Contech provides a cartridge exchange program, sending clean cartridges and filled with the proper media to the maintenance contractor.  We will take back the dirty carts, wash, and reuse them.FYI: The StormFilter requires maintenance when the media is occluded.  Good indications of this include: Submerged cartridges or more than 6 inches of water in the vault 24 hours after the end of a storm event More than 4 inches of sediment accumulation on the vault floor More than 1/8 inch accumulated solids on top of cartridge Pronounced or measurable scum line above the top of the cartridges Checking for these indicators allow for 85 to 90 percent of pre-maintenance inspections to be completed without entering the vault.  This can result in a cost savings, as a vacuum truck and 2-3 person crew is not required for every inspection.
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StormFilter Input – Offline Configuration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contech has preferred maintenance providers across the country to ensure high quality, cost effective maintenance services are available as needed for your Stormfilter.  Maintenance intervals vary site to site depending on filter design and contaminant concentrations, but most systems require maintenance every 1-2 years.  Filter Systems can be inspected without confined space entry, and we recommend quarterly inspection for at least the first two years to get a baseline understanding for how often your system will need to be maintained.  During a maintennace event the dirty cartidges are dumped out and the vault is vacuumed out and cleaned.  Contech provides a cartridge exchange program, sending clean cartridges and filled with the proper media to the maintenance contractor.  We will take back the dirty carts, wash, and reuse them.FYI: The StormFilter requires maintenance when the media is occluded.  Good indications of this include: Submerged cartridges or more than 6 inches of water in the vault 24 hours after the end of a storm event More than 4 inches of sediment accumulation on the vault floor More than 1/8 inch accumulated solids on top of cartridge Pronounced or measurable scum line above the top of the cartridges Checking for these indicators allow for 85 to 90 percent of pre-maintenance inspections to be completed without entering the vault.  This can result in a cost savings, as a vacuum truck and 2-3 person crew is not required for every inspection.
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Case Study:  TDS Telecom – Verona, WI (November, 2017)
Peak Diversion StormFilter – 8’ x 6’ 
with 7 Cartridges (27” tall with ZPG 
Media)

Drainage Area = 0.66 acres 
(Commercial)
69.20% TSS Reduction via 
WinSLAMM Modeling
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Case Study:  West Place – Madison, WI (April, 2018)

Project Site = 11.14 acre

Design Requirements:

73.1% TSS Removal 

Infiltration (90%)

Rate Control (1 yr, 2 yr, 10 yr and 100 yr)
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Case Study:  West Place – Madison, WI (April, 2018)
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Case Study:  Lawton Street – Edgerton, WI (November, 2018)

Project Site = 0.67 acres

Design Requirements:

71.04% TSS Removal 
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Case Study:  Lawton Street – Edgerton, WI (November, 2018)

Very shallow site required used of Linear Grate

StormFilter
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Filterra Biofiltration

Filterra is a Pre-engineered Stormwater
Bioretention Treatment System consisting of:
1.Concrete Landscape Container
2.Engineered Media
3.Underdrain System
4.Landscape Tree or Shrub
5.Protective Grate

What is Filterra? … How does it work?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What REALLY is Filterra?Filterra is an example of biomimicry, whereby a natural system is replicated in a man-made product.  In this case, the functional components of nature’s mechanisms of cleaning stormwater pollutants in undeveloped watersheds – woodlands and meadows - are embodied into a small footprint by virtue of the engineered Filterra media.  With hydraulic conductivity an order of magnitude higher than that of public domain bioretention media mixes, Filterra media creates a micro-bioretention system with nearly all of the functional attributes of a traditional bioretention system, in a footprint 1/10 to 1/20th the size.Dictionary.com defines “Biomimicry” as:  “the copying or imitation of a natural phenomenon's or environment's efficiency and survival mechanisms in manufacturing processes or in applied case-based reasoning”
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Filterra Cross-Section

Filterra Bioretention Bed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standard Filterra has no moving parts, “flows” naturally using gravity as its’ motive force, and is simply constructed of an under-drain pipe surrounded by under-drain stone, engineered media, double-shredded hardwood mulch and plantings.
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Typical Layout

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standard Filterra is placed upstream of an external bypass to intercept and treat the design quality storm.  Bypass structures, typically designed to handle up to the 10-year storm, can be a curb inlet, grated inlet, or even a curb-cut to grass swale.  The bypass can be located as close as within 1’ of the Filterra structure (due to differential settling of structures) to hundreds of feet downstream – as long as the bypass water can flow away from the Filterra.  Along a flowline, multiple Filterra units MUST be separated by their respective bypass.  However, Filterra systems – drainage area then Filterra then  bypass – can be daisy-chained along a flowline without limit. This is a good time to run the animation which can be found at:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IXTin6svRVg 
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Filterra Internal Bypass-Pipe

Filterra Sedimentation Chamber

Filterra Internal Bypass-Curb

Street Tree Filterra

Filterra with Infiltration

Filterra Configurations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Filterra Internal Bypass – PipeAll the attributes of standard Filterra, PLUSQuantity Management – eliminates external bypass structureDesigned to treat rooftop runoff:  “Green Roof at Ground Level”Can also handle sub-grade flows such as from area drainsFilterra Internal Bypass-CurbAll the atttributes of standard Filterra, PLUSQuantity Management – eliminates external bypass structureLeft or right bypass chamber for quantity junction boxFilterra Sedimentation ChamberThe Filterra Sediment Chamber includes a settling chamber that provides an added level of pretreatment, collecting large debris and sedimentary particles prior to flows into the bioretention area.  Street Tree FilterraAccomodates larger trees with 2”- 2.5” trunk dia (DBH).  For those projects where canopy and/or green space requirements exist.
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Pollutant Removal Mechanisms

• Physical/Chemical 
Processes
 Filtration
 Adsorption/Absorption
 Cation/Anion exchange
 Metals complexing

• Biological Processes
 Degradation/Decomposition
 Plant/Bacteria uptake

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MAJOR MESSAGE:  Filterra performs all of the pollutant removal functions of a (natural) public domain bioretention system using all of the mechanisms typically found in the non-proprietary system – just with a 1/10th or 1/20th the size due to the high flow properties of the Filterra media.  DURING THE STORM EVENT, the various Physical and Chemical Processes found in traditional bioretention systems retain the pollutants.  BETWEEN STORM EVENTS some of these retained pollutants are acted upon by the biological processes also found in traditional bioretention systems, to naturally integrate them and recharge the system for the next storm event.   BACKGROUND INFORMATIONDURING THE STORM EVENT:  The mulch layer provides most of the sediment removal capability, some hydrocarbon (TPH) adsorption and some heavy metals adsorption (complexing).  The media’s extensive surface area from its’ components of sand and organics provides absorption and adsorption of ionic, water-borne pollutants by virtue of its’ cation exchange capacity (CEC), capturing stormwater nutrients DURING THE STORM EVENT.Processes in BLUE below happen within matter of minutes, within the contact time of ~ 3 min:Sedimentation / Filtration / Adsorption /Absorption / Cation Exchange Capacity  AFTER THE STORM EVENT:  The microbes present within the plant root system migrate to the adsorbed pollutants, ingest them for their metabolic processes, and thereby remove captured pollutants while regenerating the CEC to prepare the Filterra system for the next storm.  Processes in RED below happen over hours to days after the storm:  Microbial Action - aerobic / anaerobic + decomposition / nitrification / denitrificationPlant Uptake - Sequester Nutrients / Carbon / MetalsEvaporation / Volatilization
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Components       Standard Bioretention Filterra

Mulch Layer               Yes Yes

Media Depth        2.5’ – 4’ 1.75’

Underdrain           Frequently Yes

Plants                   Always Always

Pollutant Removal Physical, Chemical and 
Biological Processes   

Physical, Chemical and               
Biological Processes   

Media Tests         pH, Organics, Fertility, Soluble Salts, 
Particle Size Distribution

pH, Organics, Fertility, Soluble Salts, 
Particle Size Distribution

Features/Attributes Standard Bioretention Filterra

Media Flow Rate 5 – 10”/hour Up to 140"/hour

QA/QC Media Tests Generally none 25-30

Filterra vs. Standard Bioretention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MAJOR MESSAGE:  Filterra is SIMILAR to that of standard bioretention in types of components – mulch, organic-containing media, plants and underdrain, AND therefore most importantly in the types of pollutant removal mechanisms.  Filterra departs MARKEDLY from standard bioretention in its’ flowrate  which is ~ 50 times higher than public-domain bioretention mixes, and 10-20 times higher than other engineered-media mixes.  This difference is primarily due to Filterra’s  extensive care taken in sourcing, manufacturing and quality monitoring conducted for Filterra media, in which about (30) tests are done for Filterra media vs. about (5) tests for even engineered-media. BACKGROUND INFORMATION:  Media depths > 24” is not necessary to achieve high sediment (TSS) removal; the biologically active zone is near the surface.  Particles settle in the first 2 to 8 inches, and bioretention bed depths are typically designed at 18” to 36”, with bed depth designed for sorption processes.  Filterra media Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC), expressed in centimoles of charge /kg soil (MEQ/kg) are comparable to that of standard bioretention media.  IN SHORT, Filterra media performs COMPARABLY to public domain bioretention systems:  see attached  performance charts comparing the two:
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 Over 6,700 Filterra units shipped and 
installed

 Installations in over 25 states

 Accepted by over 500 jurisdictions 
nationwide, including key states with the 
highest stormwater quality requirements 
in the U.S.

(via TARP, TAPE, NJCAT)

 Filterra manufactured locally
Street Tree Filterra

Richmond, VA

Where is Filterra?
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Key Filterra Approvals

TAPE, TARP and NJDEP protocols

District of Columbia

Georgia (Atlanta Regional Commission)

Maine

Maryland

New Jersey

TCEQ (San Antonio, TX region)

Virginia

Washington

*Wisconsin DNR Filter Protocol may refer to 

these approvals, specifically TAPE or NJDEP

Southfield Redevelopment
Weymouth, MA

Anderson Parkway LID 
Poulsbo, WA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MAJOR MESSAGE:  Filterra enjoys approvals in numerous key jurisdictions in the U.S. and has been rigorously tested under several third-part field-test protocols.BACKGROUND:Granted ESD (Environmental Site Design) status by the state of Maryland Dept of Environment (MDE). GULD-approved for TSS, Phosphorus, Heavy Metals, and Oil & Grease with the state of Washington Dept of Ecology (WA-Ecology).  (2) TAPE field tests completed under WA-Ecology requirements.Total third-party-protocol field/pilot tests include (1) TARP, (2) TAPE, (1) NJCAT and (1) NCDENR tests completedTARP = Technology Acceptance ReciprocityTAPE = Technology Acceptance Protocol – Ecology (state of Washington Dept of Ecology)NJCAT = New Jersey Corporation for Advanced Technology (New Jersey Dept of Environment)NCDENR = North Carolina Department of Natural Resources
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Key Benefit #1: Small Footprint

• Filterra typically less than 1% of 
drainage area

• Contrasts to 5%-10% for standard 
bioretention cells 

• Full use of land 

• Ideal for urban retrofit

Crossridge Subdivision
Richmond, VA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MAJOR MESSAGE:  Filterra’s media  development started with the sand blends of Radial Sand Filters used for decades in the Waste Water Treatment industry.  Filterra added natural components similar to traditional bioretention systems – mulch, plants and organics – to create the high-flow bioretention blend that is Filterra media. The design flow rate with driving head and assumed sediment loading under maximum quality design storm conditions (and Darcy’s Law) is conservatively 140”/hour. BACKGROUND INFORMATION:  Infiltration rate is calculated with 95% Lower Confidence Limit (95% LCL) for saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) at 129 “/hr (study by Geosyntec Consultants).  Assumed conditions of 3” sediment interspersed within and/or replacing the 3” mulch layer and a 2” driving head over the 21” media layer yields Darcy’s Law calculation for the infiltration rate to be conservatively estimated at :  129”/hr X (21+3+2)/(21+3) ~ 140”/hr.This design infiltration rate of 140”/hr is conservative based on:  a) uses Ksat = 129”/hr which is the 95% LCL of measured hydraulic conductivity, and b) has 3” sediment-laden mulch and only 2” driving head over mulch.NOTE during bypass full driving head over mulch is 6”.NOTE true median Ksat is estimated by Geosytech to be sometwhere between 129”/hour and 197”/hour.
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 Total Suspended Solids: 85% 

 Total Phosphorus: 70% 

 Total Nitrogen: 43% 

 Total Copper: 58% 

 Total Dissolved Copper: 46% 

 Total Zinc: 66% 

 Total Dissolved Zinc: 58%

 Predicted Oil & Grease: 93%

*All third party studies to date.

Key Benefit #2: High Pollutant Removal Rates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MAJOR MESSAGE:Pollutant removal rates for Filterra are consistent with those found in traditional, non-proprietary, public-domain bioretention systems.  The primary difference  between Filterra and traditional bioretention systems is that the latter are oftentimes designed to fully retain the volume of quality design storm.  Filterra’s small size does not allow this, BUT its’ high flow allows its’ compact size to fully TREAT volume of the design storm.   BACKGROUND INFORMATION:There are Filterra agency data sheets providing details on these pollutants.  Third-party performance studies were used to develop these results:Falls Church, VA (TARP) - 2006Port of Tacoma, WA (TAPE) - 2009Bellingham, WA (TAPE) - 2014NJ Pilot Test (NJCAT) - 2014Fayetteville, NC (NCDENR) – Complete 2015Marina Del Ray (EPA) – On-GoingPerformance over time – On-Going
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 First year maintenance included
 Remove trash/mulch twice per year
 Easy access – no confined space
 No specialized equipment needed
 Maintenance contractors available
 Optional maintenance training
 Minimal cost

Step 1: Open grate & inspect

Step 2: Remove mulch & trash

Step 3:  Add new mulch

Step 4: Sweep & replace grate

Key Benefit #3: Maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MAJOR MESSAGE:  Maintenance is low-cost, low-tech and simple; it requires about (1) man-hour per plant per visit, and all that is needed is a shovel, rake, buckets and fresh mulch.BACKGROUND INFORMATION:First-Year Maintenance provided by Contech.  Done every 6 months except in SoCal, where hydrology allows once per year.Involves removal of sediment, trash and mulch, then adding 3” layer of fresh mulch. Pollutant concentrations are low enough in the removed sediment, trash and mulch that is can be disposed of in a Non-hazardous landfill.  Do NOT re-use the mulch!  Replacement of the mulch must be done with Contech-approved material; double-shredded hardwood mulch that has met Filterra tests for use in stormwater treatment.  NOTE that in CA, red cedar mulch is acceptable.Maintenance requires NO confined space procedures.  The distance from top of slab to mulch layer is only 14”.  Standard gardening (landscape contractor) equipment is all that is needed. Contech – certified field service providers will be on-site for the activation and first-years’ maintenance, and they can train the owner and/or local jurisdiction to perform maintenance after the first year coverage by Contech .  Note:  In most areas, irrigation by the owner is recommended to ensure proper watering of plant during dry seasons.
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Key Benefit #3: Maintenance

EPA Study 1999 (quoted in Dec 08 VaTech Economic Impact Study on Va New SW Regs)

BMP

Sum of Maintenance Costs 
over 20 years 

as % of Installed BMP Cost

WET POND AND CONSTRUCTED WETLANDS 40 - 85%

ENGINEERED BIORETENTION AND SWALES 70-100%

SANDFILTERS 70-280%

Filterra Estimated Maintenance Cost 25%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MAJOR MESSAGE:The low cost of Filterra maintenance is illustrated by comparing life-cycle maintenance costs as a % of installed cost of the BMP.  Filterra’s sum of  maintenance costs over (20) years divided by the installed cost of the Filterra is markedly lower than other public-domain BMPs.  Generally speaking, since Filterra installed costs are fairly comparable to these BMPs on a per-treated-acre basis, this comparison validates Filterra’s competitive maintenance costs.  Secondly, of course all of the other benefits of Filterra maintenance apply and are significant:  simple and easy in the process, requiring low-tech tools and being landscape-contractor-capable, and no confined space requirements.  BACKGROUND INFORMATION:The maintenance costs are actually totaled by calculating the Net Present Value of the stream of maintenance costs over the 20-year period (sum of costs over time discounted back to today’s dollars).  This sum is then divided by the installed cost of the BMP (also in today’s dollars) so that the ratio is appropriately comparing maintenance in today’s dollars vs. installed cost in today’s dollars (in other words, inflation is taken out of the evaluation).Per EPA study, public-domain BMPs have maintenance costs that are 50% or more of the installed cost of the BMP itself.  Filterra, alternatively, enjoys maintenance costs at least HALF that – 25% vs. 40%, 70%, 100% or even 280%.
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Additional Filterra Benefits
• Pre-engineered design
• Media protected during construction
• QA/QC program in media manufacture
• LEED points
• Aesthetics
 Plant selection
 Recessed Top
 Ornamental Grates

• Sustainable Design
• First year of maintenance included

Target – May, 2018
Wauwatosa, WIMarina Del Ray, CA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MAJOR MESSAGE:Filterra in its’ standard offering (in a box that fits on a truck) is made under rigorous QA/QC standards at the plant and assembled with underdrain stone, underdrain and/or internal piping and Filterra media.  This bioretention-in-a-box is fully protected against contamination from construction sediment with a throat plate, silt fabric on the media, and plywood coverings over the tree grates.  The box is shipped and delivered to the jobsite complete as a bioretention system-in-a-box.  If properly installed, activated and maintained it will remain bioretention-in-a-box throughout its’ useful life.BACKGROUND INFORMATION:Because of the high flowrate of the Filterra media, a bioretention system using Filterra media can be small and light enough to be put on a truck.  Filterra therefore is a micro-bioretention system that is designed, manufactured and assembled  at the MANUFACTURER – NOT IN THE FIELD - under strict quality assurance and quality control guidelines for both the media and its’ internals assembly.  This micro-bioretention system is then sealed at the plant to protect the system during shipment, installation and site construction.  Therefore, Filterra is micro-bioretention-system–in–a–box; manufactured, shipped and installed as such.  Only after the jobsite is stabilized is the box opened up for Filterra activation (performed by Contech affiliates only), commissioning the system for stormwater treatment.  After activation, the Contech affiliate attaches a Contech nameplate to the tree grate to show that the activation was done by a Contech affiliate (and NOT done by an unauthorized party).  If properly maintained, Filterra will remain bioretention-in-a-box throughout its’ useful life (15-20 years).  After that time, full replacement of the plant and media may be required.
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Filterra Bioscape

Aesthetically pleasing stormwater treatment solutions that is easily integrated into 
the site landscaping.

Includes all of the standard features and components of a standard precast Filterra:

• Qualified underdrain stone 
• Filterra underdrain pipe
• High Performance Filterra Media
• Pretreatment Top Layer (Mulch)
• Vegetation
• Packaged System

– Activation
– 1st Year Maintenance

Filterra Bioscape
(mergency Communications Center– Raleigh, NC)
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Manchester Stormwater Park – Manchester, WA

Project Features:
• Filterra Bioscape systems installed in large Cast-in-Place structures

• Trough inlets across system to distribute flow evenly

• Upstream hydrodynamic separator and base flow diversion to separate spiral rain garden

Summer 2015 Summer 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Manchester is a small community of about 4,600 people that is on an east-facing slope 400 feet above Puget Sound. The downtown area lies at the foot of this slope and is prone to seasonal flooding and ponding; and is generally soggy throughout the year. The causes of these issues are high groundwater, an undersized storm drain system, and sheet flow from roadways. This runoff allows surface pollutants to enter Puget Sound which ultimately degrades the natural habitat. This situation had to be addressed while still maintaining Manchester’s desire to develop a rural village center and retain its quaint small-town charm.The stormwater facility collects runoff from 80-acres upslope from downtown Manchester. Four in-ground Cast-in-Place concrete Filterra Bioscape cells treat the water before flowing through a 36-inch pipe into Puget Sound.  The park has a large grass meeting space, colored gravel and brick walking paths, stone benches, handsome light stanchions, and trendy bike stands for the community to utilize.  The Filterra adds to the natural aesthetics of the area and the plants have done very well over the last two years as the system has matured.
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Thank you!
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Jellyfish Filter
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Jellyfish Filter
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